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How to use this book •

TEACHER COMPANION

Pearson Science 2nd edition Teacher Companion
The Teacher Companion makes lesson preparation easy by combining full-colour student book pages with teaching
strategies, ideas for class activities and fully worked solutions. All of the Activity Book pages are also included and
are complete with model answers.
Chapter overview

1

CHAPTER

Be prepared
The Chapter preview provides an overview for planning purposes, including things to be aware
of and organise ahead of commencing.
• The pre-prep gives an insight into what is coming up in the chapter and what the teacher should
do to prepare. It also has an indicator to guide the time allocation to complete the chapter.
• A pre-quiz with answers is a quick warm-up tool that can provide some insight into the
general class readiness for the topic, by allowing teachers to test prior knowledge of some
key concepts.
• What’s coming up provides a snapshot of the chapter and looks ahead to the content
covered, the emphasis and how the practical activities fit into the module.

Working scientifically

In this chapter students are introduced to
science as a separate subject and to basic
experimental methods. This chapter is an
early introduction to science and includes
identification of terms, laboratory skills
and safety rules, experimental methods
and team investigation. This chapter
contributes towards the basics of the
following Year 7 Australian Curriculum
requirement:
They plan procedures for investigations
that take into account the need for
fair testing and use equipment that
improves fairness and accuracy. They
communicate their observations
and data clearly, summarise their
data where appropriate, and suggest
improvements to their methods.

Have you ever wondered ...
•
•

why science is taught in schools?
LightbookStarter
why scientists run experiments?

•

why laboratories have rules?LS

LS

Pre-prep
This chapter offers many options for
inquiry and practical experience. Most
of the early practicals are designed to
explore experimentation, rather than the
specific information that is in the activities.
Experiments such as Prac 2 in Module
1.2 allow students to practise taking
measurements as well as practising methods
for performing practicals. Most practicals are
simple to perform and set up. The Designing
your own investigation activity in Unit 1.4 may
require some preplanning, depending on the
extra aspects you choose to include.

After completing this chapter you should be able to:
• describe how science and technology impact society
• identify equipment appropriate to a task
• use diagrams to simplify situations
• describe how regulations on wearing seatbelts and safety helmets developed
from scientific observations
• evaluate data to support or reject a hypothesis
• draw conclusions based on evidence
• construct and use tables, spreadsheets, graphs, keys and models
• describe patterns in data
• collaboratively plan how to investigate a problem
• identify controlled, dependent and independent variables
• compare data collected from different sources
• evaluate investigation methods and compare with others

Chapter duration: 3 to 4 weeks.

• describe how different branches of science work together.
AB
1.1

This is an extract from the Australian Curriculum
Victorian Curriculum F–10 © VCAA (2016); reproduced by permission

Pre-quiz
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Content differentiation
Ideally give the students the pre-quiz
several weeks out so it gives you time to
analyse their answers and to plan how to
differentiate. As this is the beginning unit
use the first lesson to do the pre-quiz.
Ask students to individually write down
the answers to the following questions.
Write these down for them to see as well as
reading them out aloud. The responses to
the answers will help you determine which
students should choose the alternative
extension activities listed below.

1

15/09/16
1 Identify some dangers in the science
laboratory.
The Bunsen burner, gas, chemicals and
more.

10:12 am

5 Identify some of the branches of science.
Geology, biology, astronomy, physics,
chemistry, ecology, psychology…

Connect

2 Give students pictures of a variety of
equipment and ask them to identify and
explain their use.
Answers will vary.

6 Why is science important in the world in
which we live?
7 How has science influenced the law? Give an
example.

Overmatter

3 List the parts of a science report.
purpose, hypothesis, materials, procedure,
results, discussion, conclusion

PEARSON science

4 Explain what the word variable means.
It can be changed.

7 RESOURCES

Activity Book
1.1 Working scientifically
MI: Verbal/Linguistic, Interpersonal

CHAPTER 1 • WORKING SCIENTIFICALLY 1

MODULE

Vocabulary preview

Be an expert
A further improved Teacher Companion places the support of experts alongside every Pearson
Science 2e teachers, featuring wrap-around teaching and learning strategies and support
from:
• Literacy Consultant: Dr Trish Weekes
Literacy support is integrated throughout each chapter, and there is a careful approach
taken to ensure that literacy tasks and activities build language development – at the word,
sentence, paragraph and whole text, levels. The Australian Curriculum shows that we need to
be explicit about using language in Science at these four levels.
Tasks have been carefully developed to address and develop skills in:
• building vocabulary
• writing
• reading
• speaking, listening and viewing
• note-taking

STEM

1.1

laboratory
mass
meniscus
physics
psychology
safety flame
toxic

biology
Bunsen burner
branches
chemistry
cross-section
ecology
geology
hotplate

4

fun

Can you create a phone
that allows you to have a
conversation when standing
3 metres apart?

STEM

4

SUPPLIES foam cups, plastic cups, paper

cups, empty tins, wool, wire, cotton, cardboard,
foil, twine

PLAN AND DESIGN Design the solution—

what information do you need to solve the
problem? Draw a diagram. Make a list of
materials you will need and steps you will take.

LOOKING FORWARD

Students should reflect on their activity
through the questions. Answers will
depend on their experience and prior
knowledge. Discuss how what they did
helped it work better or what could have
improved their design.

Astronomers study astronomy.

solution to the problem.

IMPROVE What works? What doesn’t? How

do you know it solves the problem? What could
work better? Modify your design to make it
better. Test it out.

REFLECTION
1 What area of STEM did you work in today?
2 In what career do these activities connect?
3 How did you use mathematics in this task?

Biolog

Ecologists study ecology.

Physics is the science
of matter and energy.
Physicists study physics.

Psychology is
and why we be

Psychologis

FIGURE 1.1.2

2

Biology is the scie
things like animals
microscopic bacte

Ecology is the science of how
living things affect each other and
the environment in which they live.

Developments in science have also caused argument
and debate. Cloning, the use of stem cells to repair
damage in the body, and genetically modified food
have all been developed from scientific discovery.
Society has split into those who support the use of
these new discoveries and those who do not. Climate
change, and what we as humans should do to control
it, has also split society into those who believe that
it is happening and those who do not. There is even
debate among those who do believe it is happening:
some believe that it is caused by human activity, while
others believe it could be part of a natural cycle.

CREATE Follow your plan. Construct your

The main branches of science

PEARSON SCIENCE 7 2ND EDITION

■■ FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT

Quiz
MI: Verbal/Linguistic
Tell students you will quiz them after reading
the content of this unit. Devise a series of
multiple-choice questions that can be used
for this quiz. Try to put in some common
misconceptions in these questions to tease
these out. After they have read the content ask
the students to use the traffic lights strategy
to indicate what they think is the right answer
for each question i.e. A, B, C or D. Make sure
they do this in silence as you want to see each
individual’s thinking and current knowledge.

Catering for diversity
of learners

PS_SB7_Ch01.indd 2-3

First class
MI: Visual/Spatial, Verbal/Linguistic
In the first lesson, welcome students to
your science lab. Ask them what they notice
about the room. What makes it different
from other classrooms? What is science?
Move around the class, giving each student
the opportunity to provide the name of a
type of scientist or a branch of science.

PEARSON SCIENCE 7 2ND EDITION • TEACHER COMPANION

2

MODULE

Scientists carry out experiments to
investigate the world around them. They
record their observations and
measurements and analyse them so that
patterns and trends become clear.

Magic candles
Background

Students need practice learning how to
make observations. This simple activity
is amusing for students and gives them
the opportunity to learn about making
observations.

The experiment works well as long
as a reasonable amount of smoke is
available after blowing out the candle.
You also need to insert the lit match
fairly quickly after blowing out the
candle flame. Students working together
are more likely to have a good method.
This experiment can even be done with
birthday candles! Ensure there are no
breezes to take the smoke away too
quickly. Also allow the candle to burn
for a little while before blowing it out,
so it has a good flame to create smoke
(especially important when using smaller
candles).

science

Magic candles

Possible results and looking
forward
Possible observations:
• height of the flame, colour of flame—
general physical properties
• smells and noises from flame—have
students close their eyes to help them
smell and hear the flame
• brightness—light made from flame
• heat of the flame—have students try to
feel the heat radiating from the flame
without touching the flame.
The candle will relight. Have students
think about the measurements and
number observations they were able to
make in this simple experiment. What
14

Scientists either design their own experiments and
fieldwork or follow the instructions of other scientists
who have performed them already. You will be doing
this too. You will be given instructions for most practical
activities, but some will require you and your team to
plan and carry out your own investigations.

Observations and
measurements

Scientists make either qualitative or quantitative
observations.
FIGURE 1.2.1

NO

The main sense
a scientist uses
is sight.

Collect this …
• candle
• saucer or Petri dish
• matches

Do this …
1 Stand the candle upright on the saucer or Petri
2

3

Things to keep in mind
• The flame consists of burning
vaporised wax.
• When the candle flame goes out, there
is still some vaporised wax in the air.
• The match flame burns the invisible
vaporised wax, which is mixed with
the smoke trail, to relight the candle.

4

fun

Can you relight a candle from a distance?

Experiments and fieldwork
A practical investigation tests a small part of the
world around us. A practical investigation could be an
experiment that is done entirely inside a laboratory. It
might test the temperatures at which particular metals
melt, how to make building materials fireproof, why
some people are allergic to peanuts or how chocolate
can be made even tastier. Practical investigations can
also be fieldwork. In fieldwork, the laboratory is outside
and observations and measurements are made on
what is happening in nature. Fieldwork might gather
information about the intelligence of dolphins, the types
of insects living in a swamp, the diseases killing trees in
a rainforest or the erosion happening on a mountain.

Although scientists use all of their five senses (sight,
hearing, smell, taste and touch) to make observations, sight
is probably the sense that gives them the most information.
This is the sense being used in Figure 1.2.1. Scientists also
use hearing, smell, taste and touch but often it can be far
too dangerous to use some of these senses.

Hints and suggestions

PEARSON SCIENCE 7 2ND EDITION • TEACHER COMPANION

The subject of sc
ranging from aci
rats to rocks, Ven
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going on in the o

Literacy strategy

experiment
inference
observation
practical activity
prediction
qualitative observations
quantitative observations

vi

Astronomy is the science of the
planets, stars and the universe.

Science is important
The world is very complex and is becoming more
complex every day. New technology is constantly
being developed and new issues are frequently hitting
the headlines. For example, HD televisions, Blu-ray,
smart phones and tablet computers were not common
ten years ago. Laptop computers, mobile phones,
email and the internet are only a little older. Likewise
the issues of climate change were not heard of until
relatively recently.

PROBLEM
Create a phone that allows you to have a
conversation when standing three metres apart.

Vocabulary preview

The support enables this to be done through a range of instructional strategies and according
to student:
• readiness
• interests
• learning profile
A detailed spread in the preliminary pages of this book provides more support around the
approach integrated in this series for ‘Differentiation in the science classroom’

The bran

Climate change: do we believe the evidence that
temperatures are rising because of human activity or do we
reject it based on other evidence?

fun

Can you create
a phone?

A detailed spread in the preliminary pages of this book provides more support around the approach integrated in this series
to ‘The literacies of science’.
• Differentiation Consultant: Anna Bennett
1.2 Practical investigations
Differentiation opportunities are provided at many stages throughout each chapter, and
science 4 fun
there is a careful approach taken to ensure that the key elements of effective differentiated
instruction are present.
The embedded suggestions and notes enable teachers to be guided by general principles of
differentiation through content, process, product and environment.

Whatever its cause, glaciers like the one in Figure 1.1.1
are melting at a higher-than-normal rate. Older issues,
such as whether nuclear power should be used in
Australia, are being debated again because of our
increasing energy needs. As a future adult and voter
you will need an understanding of science to help you
decide what we should do about these issues and any
new issues that arise. To make good decisions about our
future, you will need an understanding of science.

FIGURE 1.1.1

HINTS AND SUGGESTIONS

If students have trouble with their
‘phones’ tell them to pull the twine or
cotton tight. This allows it to carry the
vibrations from the speaking end along
the twine to the receiver end.
As the students will only be 3 metres
apart, they will need to whisper into their
phone and the listener should have one
ear up against their cup and perhaps
block their other ear.

Learning strategies

Science and the laboratory

Scientists study the world around
them to find out how it works. They
investigate the living world of animals,
plants, bugs and germs, and they
study the planet and environments
they live on and in. They investigate
the physical world of substances like
plastics and metals, and chemicals like
water and acids. They explore forms
of energy such as heat, light and
sound. They even study things that are
out of this world, like other planets,
stars and galaxies.

14

dish. Melt a little of its base to help it stick.
Light the candle and use all your senses except
taste to make as many different observations
as possible.
Gently blow the candle out and attempt to
relight it by moving a lit match down the
smoke trail as shown.

SAFETY
Candles, matches and
hot wax can burn, so
avoid touching the
hot parts.

Record this …
1 Describe what happened.
2 Explain why you think this happened.

PEARSON SCIENCE 7 2ND EDITION
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does that mean for observations in more
complicated experiments? For advanced
students, ask what the fact that a flame can
be relit from smoke means. Is this a fire
hazard, or what does it tell you about fire
safety and smoke?
In small cross-ability groups pose the
following questions before the experiment.
Give them time to discuss in their groups
their answers after the experiment.
• What were the measurements and
observations you were able to take in
this simple experiment?
• What does that mean for observations in
more complicated experiments?

PEARSON SCIENCE 7 2ND EDITION • TEACHER COMPANION

• What does the fact that a flame can be
relit from smoke mean?
• Is this a fire hazard, or what does it tell
you about fire safety and smoke?
Student responses should include ideas
such as:
• smoke detectors need to be able to
detect smoke even when there are no
flames, as fires can arise from smoke
(and smoke is a hazard to breathing)
• fires can re-ignite if the ‘right’ chemicals
are in the smoke, so sometimes fires
can spread faster than expected.

SciFile
Michael Faraday, a nineteenth century scientist,
made 53 different observations of a lit candle!

Qualitativ

Qualitative o
describe the q
shape or the s
recorded as di
in words. Qua
would be mad
a bird makes,
feathers, what
it acts through
appearance of
and the shape
qualitative obs
as is the taste
Figure 1.2.2.

Th
are qualitative o

FIGURE 1.2.2
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2 • Hot drinks cooling
MODULE

1.3

SAFETY

Two experienced school laboratory technicians have reviewed all practical activities and
activities have been trialled, amended and replaced as necessary. Teachers and students can
be confident that practical activities they undertake are tested and will yield effective results.
Teachers, laboratory technicians and students are supported and guided with full risk
assessments, safety notes and technician’s checklist and recipes, all of which have been
updated to reflect new regulations around safety and materials in school science classrooms.

Additional safety boxes are included within practical activities, and specific teacher support
within the Teacher Companion, assists further in the implementation and assessment of
practical activities including:
• alternative materials and equipment lists
• hints and common mistakes
• possible results
• suggested answers

Questioning

Planning &

Evaluating
& Predicting
Conducting
Purpose
To compare the rates at which
different cups of hot drink cool.

Questioning
& Predicting

Communicating

Hypothesis
Which do you think will cool faster—a cup of tea,
coffee, or drinking chocolate? What about if it
was in a cup or a mug, a large cup or a small cup?
Before you go any further with this investigation,
write a prediction in your workbook.
Timing 75 minutes
Materials
To be selected by students.

Add the tea/coffee/chocolate, milk and
sugar before adding the hot water so that
measurements can begin as soon as possible.

Suggested answers
1 The graphs decrease at a certain rate,
producing a smooth curve. The rate
of decrease (cooling) decreases as the
temperature decreases, the graph flattening
as it does so.
2 Student results.
3 Factors that will affect the rate of cooling
include the thermal insulation properties of
the container, starting temperature, amount
of hot water used, area of surface, surface
area to volume ratio of the container.
4 Student response. For example: Increase
the frequency of measurements. Use a
greater difference in volume between the two
containers.

30

Planning &
Conducting
Time

Communicating

Evaluating

(min)

Cup of tea

Processing
& Analysing

Processing

& Analysing
Beaker
of
coffee

Be informed

CHAPTER

MODULE

1 • Planning your own investigation
Questioning
& Predicting

Planning &
Conducting

Questioning
Evaluating
& Predicting

Purpose
To design and run an experiment that tests a single
variable.
Timing 75 minutes
Materials
Choose your own,
depending on your choice
of topic.

Planning &
Communicating
Conducting

Processing
Evaluating
& Analysing

LS

Communicating

Processing
& Analysing

2 Choose ONE of the topics listed in step 1 of the

procedure and design an experiment that will
test ONE of its variables. In your workbook,
write a hypothesis that describes what you
expect when you change that variable. For
example, ‘We expect that a tennis ball will
bounce higher than a soccer ball when dropped
from the same height.’
3 Write your procedure in your workbook.
4 Before you start any practical work, assess your
procedure. List any risks that your procedure
might involve and what you might do to
minimise those risks. Show your teacher your
procedure and your assessment of its risks.
If they approve, then collect all the required
materials and start work.
Results
Construct a table and a graph (column, bar or
line graph) to display your results.

Student book questions have
full answers included for all
science4fun, STEM4fun,
module reviews, chapter
review sets, Try yourself
activities, Working with Science
features, Science as a Human
Endeavour spreads, practical
activities, STEM investigations
and Thinking Scientifically
features enhance the students’
learning experiences.
SAFETY

A Risk Assessment
is required for this
investigation.

Procedure
1 List the variables that are likely to affect the:
• bounce height of a ball
• amount of sugar that can be dissolved in a
cup of tea
• adhesive strength of sticky-tape
• stretch of an elastic band or another elastic
material such as stockings
• strength of paper.

Review
1 a Construct a conclusion for your
investigation.
b Assess whether your hypothesis was
supported or not.
2 Construct a scientific report describing

what you did in your prac. In it, you should
include a:
a table of results
b graph.

3 Identify other variables that would affect your

experiment.

36

1 Define the terms:
a meniscus
b cross-section
c hypothesis
d variable.
2 Name the branch of science that studies:
a living things
b chemicals
c forces and energy
d behaviour
e the Earth
f space
g the environment.
3

List three sub-branches for each of:
biology
geology
physics
chemistry.

a
b
c
d

4 Name the two experts you can turn to in the

laboratory.
5 State two metric units commonly used for:
a distance
b volume
c mass.
6 Which abbreviation is correct for these units?
a degrees Celsius
A deg C
B deg
C °C
D C
b seconds
A sec
B secs
C S
D s
7 What is one qualitative and one quantitative

observation for each of the following?
a a can of soft drink
b yourself

Understanding
8 Which of these observations are qualitative

and which are quantitative?
a The cow went ‘moo’
b The car was travelling at 60 km/h.
c The Dockers won by 25 points.
d The Broncos won by a lot.

PEARSON SCIENCE 7 2ND EDITION
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CHAPTER REVIEW ANSWERS

LightbookStarter

1 Chapter review

Remembering

• STUDENT DESIGN •

LS
9 Describe the features of a safety flame.

10 Why are the senses of taste and smell rarely

used in science?

Applying
11 Identify the equipment in these jumbled words.
a kaeber
b aluspat
c burccile.
12 Identify the best SI unit to measure the:
a time to run the 100 m sprint
b mass of a car
c volume of water in a sink.
13 Identify the type of graph (bar, column,

Analysing
14 Compare the types of work done by a detective

Unblocker: Why is iron added to breakfast
cereal? (Iron is an essential nutrient,
important for healthy blood)
Block: students don’t know how to start to
explore the problem.
Unblocker: When designing an experiment
it is important to change only one variable
at a time. The variable could be the type of
breakfast cereal. Everything else should be
kept constant.
Block: students don’t know how to start to
explore the problem.
Unblocker: How will you know if there is
magnetic iron in the breakfast cereal?
Block: students don’t know what equipment
to use

5 a distance: mm, cm, m, km
b volume: mL, L, ML
c mass: mg, g, kg, t

15 Propose reasons why the Bunsen burner gas

must be turned on after the match is lit.
Assess whether you can or cannot answer
the questions on page 1 at the start of this
chapter.
b Use this assessment to evaluate how well
you understand the material presented in
this chapter.

16 a

6 a C

b D

7 a qualitative: appearance, colour, state
(solid, liquid or gas), shape
quantitative: mass, volume, height,
diameter
b qualitative: appearance, hair, eye and skin
colour, gender, body shape
quantitative: mass, height, waist
measurement, length of hair

Creating
17 Use following ten key terms to construct a

visual summary of the information presented
in this chapter.

AB
1.10

CHAPTER 1 • WORKING SCIENTIFICALLY

b chemistry
d psychology
f astronomy

4 The teacher and the laboratory technician
(lab tech)

and a scientist.

Evaluating

equipment
safety
measurements
quantitative
qualitative

2 a biology
c physics
e geology
g ecology

3 a Zoology, botany, microbiology
b Petrology, palaeontology, vulcanology,
seismology
c Acoustics, mechanics, optics
d Organic, inorganic, physical, analytical
chemistry

pie or line) from the clues below.
It shows percentages.
It has two sets of measurements.
It has discrete groups along its bottom,
horizontal axis.
d It has discrete groups along its vertical axis.
a
b
c

laboratory
experiment
observations
units
variables

1 a meniscus: the curved surface of a liquid
in a tube
b cross-section: a cutaway view, as if split
vertically, horizontally or at an angle
c hypothesis: an educated guess about what
might happen
d variable: a factor that might influence an
experiment
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Unblocker: What equipment and materials
do you have access to? (magnets, weighing
balance, breakfast cereal, water, beakers
etc.)

Block: students do not know how to record
measurements
Unblocker: What measurements do you
want to record? Can you create a table with
appropriate column headings? (e.g. mass)
What equipment do you have to measure
the mass of the iron? (weighing balance)
What units will you use to record
measurements of mass? (g)
Block: students are unsure about
terminology

8 a Qualitative
b Quantitative
c Quantitative
d Qualitative
Unblocker: Underline key words, e.g.
breakfast cereal, iron, magnet, magnetic, mass
etc. Define each key word.

Extension
Other separation
MI: Bodily/Kinaesthetic
Ask students to research for a 2-minute oral
presentation the following:
• Why is iron important in our diets?
• Which foods are good sources of iron?
• What other nutrients are added to food?
Why?
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For module and chapter reviews, the answers are
structured under the relevant Bloom’s category (see
pages xvi–xvii).
Diagrammatic answers can be found in the appendix at the
end of the book.

STEM

4

1
2
3
4

2 Plot the results of each drink as a line graph on

a similar grid to that shown in Figure 1.3.11.
Give your graph a title. Alternatively, use your
spreadsheet to generate your graph.

SAFETY

Temperature change over time of
drinks in different cups
40
35
30
25
mug of
drinking
chocolate

20
15

cup of tea

10
beaker of
coffee

5
0

1

FIGURE 1.3.11

2
3
Time (min)

4

5

Review
1 Describe the trend or pattern that each graph
showed. Was it increasing, decreasing, constant,
unpredictable?
2 Which drink cooled the:
a fastest?
b slowest?
3 List as many factors as you can to explain why

the drinks cooled at different rates.
4 Propose improvements that could be made to

your experiment.
Construct a conclusion for your
investigation.
b Assess whether your hypothesis was
supported or not.

5 a
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It is important that the materials and procedures are followed to ensure that the safety of these activities is not compromised.

1.4 Practical investigations

Planning

Mug of
drinking
chocolate

Alternative activity
Students may be given two disposable drink
containers—a polystyrene one (designed for
hot drinks) and a plastic one (designed for
cold drinks). Alternatively, students may be
given containers of two different sizes, such
as 100 mL beaker and 600 mL beaker. Water
only may be used, omitting the tea, coffee,
chocolate, milk and sugar.

30

1.4

0 (at the start)

A Risk Assessment
is required for this
investigation.

Procedure
1 Design an experiment that will compare the
cooling rates of:
• cups, mugs and beakers
• tea, coffee and drinking chocolate
• tea or coffee with and without milk and
sugar
• different volumes of drink.
2 Write your procedure in your workbook.
3 Before you start any practical work, prepare
a risk assessment. Show your teacher your
procedure and your assessment. If they
approve, then collect all the required materials
and start work.
Hints
• Only test one thing at a time. For example, test
the cooling in a cup, mug and beaker but keep
everything else the same (such as drink volume
and type of drink).
• When measuring temperature with a thermometer,
read and record the measurement before you take
the thermometer out of the drink.
• Use the STEM and SDI template in your
eBook to help you plan and carry out your
investigation.
Results
1 Record all your temperatures in a results table
or spreadsheet similar to the following. If you
choose a table, give your table a title.

Possible results
Student results.

b Student response.

The laboratory technicians assure that safety regulations are met and that all the necessary
checks and testing of all practical activities have been carried out.

SPARKlab alternative
available for this activity.

2 • Hot drinks cooling

Hints and common mistakes
Allocate different experiments to students so
that each pair focuses on only one aspect.

5 a Hotter drinks (with no milk added) cool
at a faster rate than cooler drinks. Smaller
(by volume) drinks cool faster than larger
drinks.

Practical investigations

• STUDENT DESIGN •

Temperature (˚C)

• School laboratory technicians: Penny Lee and Donna Chapman

Students must not consume the drinks.
Do not boil the water. It needs to be hot
but not scalding.
Do not pick up any beaker of hot water
with your bare hands. Use special tongs
made for beakers or use insulated gloves.
Wear safety glasses at all times.

Be progressed
A wide range of learning strategies are provided in
each module and these assist teachers to support
students in developing their understanding. When
questions are given for teachers to ask, suggested
answers are provided. Some examples of strategies
include:
• inquiry activity: short hands-on activities that
stimulate learning; often drawn from the text, photos
or activities within the Student Book
• using visuals: ideas for using visual stimuli to
promote greater understanding and interest or active
engagement in content
• catering for diversity of learners: strategies to
help cater for a range of students from different
backgrounds with different learning needs and styles
• homework: suggested homework ideas.
Most learning strategies use a multiple intelligences
(MI) approach. The multiple intelligences for each
activity are listed.
To help students evaluate their preferred ways to learn,
the Toolkit in Activity Book 7 contains a learning styles
quiz. Use these findings to assist you in selecting or
guiding students towards activity options that are most
suited to their learning preferences.
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fun

Can you grow gummy
bears?

PROBLEM
Find the best way to increase the mass
length of a gummy bear.

SUPPLIES packet of gummy bears, cup

water, apple juice, vinegar, lemon juice,
water, soda water, cordial, ruler, scales

Design the solutio
What information do you need to solve
problem? Draw a diagram. Make a list o
materials you will need and steps you w

PLAN AND DESIGN

CREATE Follow your plan. Produce you

solution to the problem.

IMPROVE What works? What doesn’t?

do you know it solves the problem? Wha
work better? Modify your design to mak
better. Test it out.

REFLECTION
1 What area of STEM did you work in
2 How did you use mathematics in thi
3 What did you do today that worked w
What didn’t work well?

How to use this book continued
Sun
E VA P O RAT I O N

ocean

air gets colder

C O N D E N S AT I O N

PROBLEM

Can you make a solar oven that can stick two biscuits together by melting chocolate and marshmallows
P RE C I P I TAT I O N
between them?
air is saturated

3.3.5
SUPPLIES packet of digestive biscuits, thin pieces of chocolate, FIGURE
marshmallows,
cardboard box, foil, glad

The process
of water

wrap, foil tray, sticky tape, scissors, stick or skewer

humidity increases

PLAN AND DESIGN Design the solution. What information do you
need to solve the problem?
condensing

STEM4fun
STEM4fun activities include hints and suggestions as well
as possible results and information for going forward in the
module or chapter.

R Uyour
N - Osolution
F F
CREATE Follow your plan. Draw
to the problem. atmosphere

water travels up
through trunk

Modify your design
toCmake
P E R
O L AitTbetter.
I O N Test it out.

Issues in science

REFLECTION

1
2
3

■■ FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT

Renewing our sources
MI: Visual/Spatial, Verbal/Linguistic
Inform students that currently most power
is produced from non-renewable sources of
energy such as the fossil fuels (coal, oil and
gas). Ask students to individually write down
in point form the possible reasons for this
being a problem. Collect these up to analyse
their current thinking. (keep these as you will
be giving them back to the students at the end
of Module 3.2)

FIGURE 3.3.7

to form

IMPROVE What works? What doesn’t? How do you know
the problem? What could work better?
clouds
river it solves
P RE C I P I TAT I O N

soil
When the air cools further,
the droplets of water

What field of science
did you
in? larger
Are there
fields
wherewhich
this activity applies?
combine
to work
become
andother
heavier
droplets,
In what career do these
activities
then fall
back toconnect?
Earth as precipitation (Figure 3.3.6).
How did you use mathematics
in thismay
task?
The precipitation
be in the form of liquid rain or it

water in soil

may be frozen, falling to Earth as snow or hail.
RU N - O F F

100

114
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235

200

150

100
76
50

0

Draw a diagram. Make a list of materials you will need and steps in
you
thewill take.

Learning strategies

250

28

17

20

■■ ENVIRONMENT DIFFERENTIATION
MI: Intrapersonal, Interpersonal
Many areas of Australia have been in drought
for a long time. Ask students to find out what
measures were being taken to ensure these
areas didn’t run out of water.
In ability groups assign one of the following
questions:
• why we are experiencing a drought and
what that means
• how drought affects the water cycle
• products available to reduce our total water
consumption
• advertising to change habits and educate
the public about water-wise practices
• ways to clean waste water and recycle it
instead of piping it into the ocean.
Ask the students to present their findings
to the class in the form of a PowerPoint
presentation, video, brochure or poster.

recharge areas

Home learning activity

FIGURE 3.3.9 The Great Artesian
Basin is made up of alternating
layers of pervious and impervious
rocks. The aquifers formed supply

Native plants that conserve
water

water to large areas of inland
FIGURE 3.2.2 Most of our cars, trucks, motorbikes, aircraft
Australia.
and ships use fossil fuels for their energy.

101

115

15/09/16 1:15 pm

15/09/16 1:16 pm
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soil
PS_SB7_Ch03.indd 100-101
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Students will probably not be able to argue
this idea in much detail and may benefit from
revisiting the task at the end of the unit.

Questioning
Your tablet or mobile phone

PEARSON science

7 RESOURCES

Practical activities

Pearson eBook

Prac 1, page 120, investigates the water cycle
through creating a model.

Untamed Science video: Water cyclists

Prac 2, page 120, investigates the percolation
of water through different surfaces.

Weblinks

Activity Book
3.5 Water cycle terms

MI: Visual/Spatial, Verbal/Linguistic
Ask students to gather images of a number
of native plants that conserve water and add
details about how each does this. They present
the information as a flow chart or concept map.

Rob and Hazen kayak through the water cycle.
Further weblinks are available on the digital
learning tools in the chapter resources
provided on your Pearson Science 7 eBook 3.0
Second Edition.

3.6 The water cycle

Water cycles for kids—use this resource to
have students explain the water cycle to young
children.

MI: Visual/Spatil, Verbal/Linguistic

Australian Water Education Toolkit

MI: Verbal/Linguistic

MI: Logical/Mathematical, Intrapersonal
How do you feel about the fact that your
mobile phone or tablet uses a lot of energy?
What can you do to offset it somehow?

100

Drought

bore (windmill)

springs

Transpiration is
average sea level
the evaporation
of water from
leaves and
Country
LEGEND
other parts
Source: World
impervious
rockBank, 2008
of a plant.
(mudstone,
siltstone)
FIGURE 3.2.1 This column graph shows
energy usage
per
Transpiration
pervious rock (sandstone)
person in 11 countries, including Australia.
returns
impervious rock (bedrock)
water to the
atmosphere.
direction of water movement

river

P E RC O L AT I O N

Issues in science

available sunshine.
38

Italy

TRANSPIRATION

Greece

humidity increases

Ethiopia

fun

cloud
How to make a solar oven

310
300

Pakistan

water vapour. The air has become saturated (full of
water). Any further cooling causes water vapour in the
ocean
air is saturated
air to condense, changing into tiny drops of liquid water.
These tiny droplets form clouds.

4

Some of the water that percolates through the soil is
taken up by the roots of plants. This water then moves
up through the plant. The heat of the Sun causes some
of this water to evaporate from the stems, flowers and
leaves of plants. This evaporation of water from plants
is called transpiration. It is shown in Figure 3.3.7.
About 10% of the water vapour entering Earth’s
atmosphere comes from transpiration.

United States

STEM

Transpiration

United Kingdom

This is really basic but is developed to
show students how hot it can become
inside cars on a hot day. Students
may or may not be aware of the public
awareness campaign of the dangers of
locking children or dogs inside cars.

MI: Verbal/Linguistic, Visual/Spatial
Students work in ability groups to summarise
the factors affecting the water cycle using
either a flow chart or a concept map.
A spokesperson from each group explains the
groups organising and summarising method to
the class.

Fossil fuels are excellent sources of energy for transport
Some water particles might only take a few days
The Great Artesian Basin is one of the largest stores
and for generating electricity.
to move through the water cycle, from ocean to
of groundwater in the world
301 (Figure 3.3.8). About
In Great
Australia,
our main fossil
fuel energy
are:
atmosphere
tosources
land and
back to ocean again. Other
one-fifth of Australia sits on top of the
Artesian
• coal,
to produce steam
turnsmight
turbines
water that
particles
takeinthousands to millions of
Basin. Many millions of years ago there
was burnt
an inland
electricity
years
because they percolated deep underground and
sea in Australia. Beneath the inland sea,power
rocks plants
formedto generate
trapped
in engines
an aquifer like those found in the Great
petrol
(a product of oil),are
burnt
in car
in alternating layers of pervious rock• and
impervious
Artesian Basin. This water is still part of the cycle but
rock. Impervious rock does not allow (Figure
water to3.2.2).
soak
cannot move onto a different stage in the cycle until it
into it. Movement of the land has exposed areas of
is carried up to the surface through a bore or well.
the pervious rock, allowing water to soak into it and
flow underground. The impervious rock above and
Many natural factors influence the rate at which water
137
below prevents
the
water
from
escaping.
The
result
is
moves through the water cycle. They include the state
119
a very large
103 store of groundwater that forms the Great
the water exists in (solid, liquid or gas), air temperature
Artesian Basin. You can see its structure in Figure 3.3.9.
and humidity, landscape, vegetation and the amount of

El Salvador

POSSIBLE RESULTS AND LOOKING
FORWARD

Factors affecting the water cycle

Factors affecting the
water cycle

The Great Artesian Basin

350

Yearly energy use per person (GJ) [1 GJ = 1000 million J]

Students may not understand how
much solar heat can be generated
just from the sun. Use this activity to
introduce solar heating.

Catering for diversity
of learners

Non-renewable energy
sources

Groundwater

Egypt

BACKGROUND

Energy demand

Animals drink fresh water from rivers and lakes. This
water is returned to the atmosphere as it evaporates
Living things need energyfrom
to grow,
theirreproduce
bodies, orand
returned to the ground as urine.
ultimately survive. Energy can be considered a resource
Like any resource, the sources where we get our energy
• It may flow over the surface as run-off, moving back
too. Plants gain their energy from sunlight and animals
AB
ABbe classified
Prac 1
from can
as non-renewable or renewable.
humidity
increases
into rivers, lakes and
streams,
and eventually flow gain their energy from the food they eat.
p. 120
3.5
3.6
Fossil fuels and nuclear fuels are energy sources that
back to the oceans.
Great Artesian
Humans need more than just the energy we get from
either cannot be replaced or take many millions of
Basin
• It may soak down into the soil in a process called
our food. Early humans burnt fuels like wood and
years to do so. Once they are used, they are effectively
percolation.
dried animal manure to keep
warm, cook
food
gone
forever.
Rainwater,
rivers
andand
dams are major
sources
of water
scare away wild animals. Our
need for energy
has more
risen than 20%
for Australia.
However,
of the
water such as these are known as nonEnergy
sources
P RE C I P I TAT I O N
dramatically since then. We
nowinneed
energy
to power
used
Australia
each
year comes from
groundwater.
renewable
energy sources (or simply non-renewables).
televisions, computers, gaming
consoles, washing
Groundwater
is water that exists underground. Most
Fossil
fuels
machines, air conditioners,groundwater
central heating
systems,
is not
in underground lakes
or rivers
but
coal,
and
cars, aircraft and to recharge
our smartphones.
Lots betweenOil,
is trapped
in the tiny spaces
grains
ofgas
sand
ortheir products (such as petrol and
FIGURE
3.3.8 About
one-fifth of Australia sits on
diesel)
are known
fuels. Some
300 million
of energy is required to manufacture
(make)
these
within pervious
rocks.
Pervious rocks
are rocks
that as fossiltop
the Great Artesian
Basin.
years ago,
thespaces
dead remains ofofprehistoric
animals
and
appliances.
RU N - O F F
allow water to soak into them. They contain
tiny
plants were covered by layers of mud, sand and dirt.
into which
water
soak.
It takes a very long time for the water to soak through
As you can see in Figure 3.2.1
Australia,
thecan
United
Pressure and heat below Earth’s surface gradually
river
rock and into the aquifers. Some of the water in the
States, Canada, the UnitedSometimes
Kingdom,the
Greece
Italythese pervious
waterand
within
rocks these
can remainsthe
P E RC O L AT I O N
transformed
into the different fossil
Greatsource
Artesian
Basin has
use much more energy perbeperson
thanusing
othera bore or well. The
extracted
layer
of rock
is The original
soil
fuels
found
today.
of energy
forbeen there for millions of years.
less-developed parts of theknown
world.then as an aquifer. Perth getsthese
about
60%
of the
its sunlight absorbed by the prehistoric
fuels
was
FIGURE 3.3.6 Precipitation either flows over Earth’s surface as
water from an aquifer.
plants. It was stored in their remains or in the remains
Prac 2
p. 120
run-off or soaks into the ground through percolation.
Energy usage per person
of the animals that ate the plants.
Two things happen to the precipitation that falls
air is saturated
on land.

China

fun

Energy from the Sun causes water to evaporate from
anything that is wet (Figure 3.3.4). The oceans are the
largest bodies of water on Earth and roughly 86% of
the evaporation in the water cycle happens there. Water

Canada

4

Energy resources

Run-off and percolation

Australia

science4fun inquiries provide background support, and
possible outcomes and information for going forward in
the module or chapter.

STEM

Can you make a solar oven that
can stick two biscuits together
by melting chocolate and
marshmallows between them?

3.2

C O N D E N S AT I O N

Evaporation

in the
In Australia, most
of seas,
ourrivers and lakes evaporates too, as does the
water in rainforests and even wet clothes hanging on
electricity comesthefrom
washing line. Liquid water on Earth has changed
burning coal in power
into water vapour in the atmosphere.
plants. Coal is a fossil fuel
and all fossil fuels produce
large amounts of the
Sun
greenhouse gas carbon
E VA P O RAT I O N
dioxide when burnt. This
gives Australia one of the
FIGURE 3.3.4
The process
highest levels of greenhouse
of water
gas emissions per person
evaporating
from a body
in the world. Renewableocean
of water
Sun
resources such as wind,
E VA P O RAT I O N
solar, tidal, hydroelectricity
Condensation
and biomass provide
cloud rises, it cools (Figure 3.3.5). Cool air
As water vapour
sustainable and holds
clean
less water vapour than warm air and eventually the
C O N D E N S AT I O N
air is so high and so cold that it cannot hold any more
alternatives.
air gets colder

science4fun

nuclear fuel
renewable energy
source
solar cell
wind energy

biomass
fossil fuels
geothermal energy
hydroelectricity
non-renewable
energy source

cloud

MODULE

air gets colder

Be inventive

3.2 Vocabulary
preview

CHECKPOINT
You can now answer 3.3 Module Review
Questions 7, 10, 13, 14, 15 and 17.
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1.2 The Bunsen burner
Science understanding

Be informed

Be ready

A variety of assessment ideas are provided at the end
of each module.

Answers to activity
book worksheets

The focus is on formative assessment and the range of
options can be categorised as:
• alternative assessment which has a focus on
creative and interesting assessment tasks that can
be used to assess students’ understanding of module
content
• evaluate understanding which includes strategies
for the teacher to evaluate students’ understanding
through stimulus questions, short revision quiz ideas
or other activities
• reteach relearn which provides ideas for re-teaching
or revising key ideas.
Summative assessment opportunities are provided in
the chapter tests accessible via the Teacher ProductLink
as well as in the teacher version of the eBook. The
chapter review in LightBook Starter provides an
additional option for summative assessment.

The final section of the
Pearson Science 2nd Edition
Teacher Companion provides
answers to all worksheets
in the Pearson Science 2nd
edition Activity Book. For
clarity these are presented in
the actual worksheet.

1

1.2 The Bunsen burner
FOUNDATION

STANDARD

ADVANCED

Use the words in the box below to label parts A to H of the Bunsen burner in
Figure 1.2.1.

PEARSON SCIENCE 7 2ND EDITION • TEACHER COMPANION

Identify which of the diagrams in Figure 1.2.2 correct
can be produced by a Bunsen burner. (More than one
__________________________
A,
B
A

B
blue

airhole

barrel

base

cooler part of flame

collar

cone of unburnt gas

gas hose

hottest part of flame

A

cooler part of
flame

B

hottest part of
flame

open

C
cone of unburnt gas

yellow

D

F
open

Figure 1.2.2

C

barrel

D

airhole

E

gas hose

3

Below is a set of instructions to light a Bunsen burner an

However, the instructions are out of order. Use the lett
to list the instructions in the correct order.

collar

G

base

H

Figure 1.2.1

A

Strike a match.

B

Turn the collar so that the airhole is open.

C

Turn on the gas.

D

A blue Bunsen burner flame should be seen.

E

A yellow Bunsen burner flame should be seen.

F

Place the Bunsen burner on the bench mat.

G
H
I

Place the match just above the top of the barrel of t
Connect the gas hose to the gas tap.
Make sure that the gas hose is flat, not twisted.

J

Turn the collar so that the airhole is closed.

K

Place a bench mat on the bench.

The correct order is:

K then ____
F then ____
H then ____
I then ____
J then ___
A
____
E then ____
B then ____
D
____

2

PEARSON SCIENCE 7 2ND EDITION

Answers to STEP-UP chapter worksheets are accessible
via the Teacher ProductLink as well as in the teacher
version of your eBook.

Be supported
Pearson Science resources
Pearson Science resource boxes are a reminder of what
resources are available in the Pearson Science package.
These include:
• teacher and student support on Pearson eBook,
such as:
• learnetic interactive activities
• Untamed Science videos
• SPARKlabs
• weblinks to relevant information to support learning
and research activities
• risk assessments and much more.

viii
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RATE

Shade

How to use this book •

STUDENT BOOK

Pearson Science 2nd edition has been updated to fully address all strands of the new
Australian Curriculum: Science which has been adopted throughout the nation. Since
some states have tailored the Australian Curriculum slightly for their own particular
students, the coverage of the new Victorian Curriculum: Science is also captured in this
new edition.

An integrated and
research-based approach
to science education,
which ensures every
student has engaging,
supportive and
challenging opportunities.

All aspects of the student books have been thoroughly reviewed by our Literacy
Consultant, Dr Trish Weekes and the result is more accessible content, enhanced
scaffolding and strengthened question and instructions sets. There is also the added
bonus of an option to engage with extension and revision opportunities. The design is
updated to improve the readability and navigation of the text.
In this edition, we retain a flexible approach to teaching and learning. A careful mix
of inquiry, STEM and a range of practical investigations, along with fully updated
content, reflect the dynamic and ever-changing nature of scientific knowledge and
curricula. Combined with the improved and enhanced sets of questions, this series
provides a rich assortment of choice, supporting a differentiated approach.

MODULE

Be set

4

4.2

CHAPTER

Mixtures

The chapter opening page sets a context for the chapter,
engaging students through questions that get them thinking
about the content and concepts to come. The chapter
learning outcomes are provided in student-friendly language
and give transparency and direction for the chapter. Each
chapter is divided into self-contained modules. The module
opening page includes an introduction that places the
material to come in a meaningful context.

Have you ever wondered ...
•

where bubbles in a soft drink come from?

•
•

where sugar goes when you stir it into tea?
LightbookStarter
how recycled garbage is separated?

•

where clean tap water comes from?
LS

LS

After completing this chapter you should be able to:

science

• describe the differences between pure substances and mixtures
• identify examples of pure substances and mixtures

3

• investigate and use filtration, decantation, evaporation, crystallisation,
chromatography and distillation

Could you find gold?

• compare separation methods used in the home

• metal bowl or old cereal bowl (shallow with
gently sloping sides)
• fairly clean sand or loam soil
• small metal objects such as nails or washers
• bucket of water or hose

Collect this …

• discuss the recycling of greywater and blackwater

1

• investigate how science and technology have allowed us to treat water in
industry and at home
• discuss issues relating to water use and management.
This is an extract from the Australian Curriculum
Victorian Curriculum F–10 © VCAA (2016); reproduced by permission

2

AB
4.1

When you make a solution, the substance that dissolves
is known as the solute. In a sugar solution, the sugar is
the solute. The substance that dissolves the other one is
the solvent. So in this case the water is the solvent.
The soft drink in Figure 4.1.1 has sugars, preservatives
and flavourings dissolved in water. There is also carbon
dioxide gas dissolved in it to give the drink its bubbles.
This shows that solutes don’t always need to be solid.
Table 4.1.1 shows other types of solutions made by
combining solvents with solutes.

The small metal objects are your ‘gold’. Mix them
up with the soil and put the mixture in
the bowl.
Half fill the bowl with water.

5

6

Hold the bowl with a hand on each side. Move
the bowl around in a circular motion to swirl
the water through the soil. The soil should start
lifting up into the water.
Let the water wash over the sides of the bowl as
you move it around. The aim is to wash some of
the soil out of the bowl with the water.
Keep adding water and swirling the soil around
so it is gradually removed from the bowl. You
should see the ‘gold’ collecting on the bottom of
the bowl.
See how pure you can get the ‘gold’. You may
have to practise to improve your technique.

Record this …
1 Describe what happened.
2 Explain why you think this happened.

139
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Solutes and solvents

4

Do this …

• describe how water use and management relies on technology

Stunning and relevant photos and illustrations are
purposefully selected to build understanding of the text.
Students know when and how they should engage with
artwork as each image is clearly referenced from within the
text, to develop understanding. Captions for every artwork,
along with labels for more difficult images, build further
meaning and understanding.

4 fun

Panning for gold

• identify the solvent and solute in solutions

• investigate everyday applications of filtering, sorting waste materials, reducing
pollution, extracting products from plants, separating blood products and
cleaning up oil spills

Be interested

Separating insoluble substances

Mixtures often need to be separated into the
substances that make them up. Being able to
separate insoluble substances from each other
is important to many organisms. For example,
humans have kidneys that separate impurities
from our blood. Grey whales scoop up sand
from the sea floor and remove food from it by
passing it through structures called baleen.

A particular solute will dissolve in some solvents and
not in others. For example, grease will not dissolve in
water but will dissolve in methylated spirits, petrol,
turpentine and the fluids used by drycleaners. Particular
solvents will dissolve some substances and not others.
For example, water will dissolve detergent, but not oil.
You can see this in Figure 4.1.2.
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Colourless and clear are not the same. Clear means
that you can see though it. Colourless means it is not
coloured. Figure 4.1.4 helps explain these different
meanings.

Imagine you took a glass of water and kept adding
spoonsful of salt to it, stirring each time. You would find
that eventually the salt would stop dissolving. When
a substance will no longer dissolve in a solvent, the
solution is said to be saturated. Any undissolved solute
then falls to the bottom as sediment. This is shown in
Figure 4.1.6.

clear,
colourless
solution

19 spoonsful
added

2 spoonsful
added

blue solid
(not clear)
sediment
(undissolved
solute)

detergent
in water

oil in water

solvent
(water)

clear,
coloured
solution

Oil will not dissolve in water but detergent will
dissolve in water.

unsaturated
solution

FIGURE 4.1.2

TABLE 4.1.1

Solutions can be coloured or colourless
and are always transparent. You can see through them.

FIGURE 4.1.4

In soft drinks
the solvent is water. The
solutes are flavourings,
sugars and preservatives.
When you open the lid,
you release pressure in
the bottle, which causes
dissolved carbon dioxide
gas bubbles to rise to the
surface.

FIGURE 4.1.1

Solution or not?
Light passes easily through a solution, allowing you
to see through it. This is one way of telling whether a
mixture is a solution or not. Solutions are transparent
(see-through). You can describe solutions such as this
as ‘clear’, meaning you can see through them.

Common types of solutions

Type of solution

Examples

solid dissolved in
a liquid

grease dissolved in petrol, sugar
dissolved in water

liquid dissolved
in another liquid

liquid detergent dissolved in
water, oil dissolved in petrol

gas dissolved in a liquid

oxygen gas dissolved in water,
oxygen gas dissolved in blood

gas dissolved in
another gas

oxygen gas, carbon dioxide gas
and water vapour dissolved in
the other gases of the air

Most of the solutions you will meet in science and at
home are aqueous solutions. An aqueous solution
always has water as its solvent. Sugar dissolves in water,
so a sugar solution is classified as an aqueous solution.
Likewise, soft drink is an aqueous solution of sugars,
preservatives, flavouring and carbon dioxide.

Solutions can be colourless, looking much like water.
Other solutions are coloured. For example, blue copper
sulfate solid dissolves in water to form a blue-coloured
solution. You know that a solution has been formed
because you can see straight through it. You can see its
preparation in Figure 4.1.3.

Concentrated, dilute and
saturated solutions

saturated
solution

The concentration of a saturated solution is so
high that no more solute will dissolve.

FIGURE 4.1.6

Prac 1
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A solution is said to be concentrated if there is a lot
of solute dissolved in the solvent. If there is only a little
solute in the solution, then it is a dilute solution. Four
spoonsful of sugar dissolved in a swimming pool will
produce a dilute solution. In contrast, four spoonsful
of sugar in a cup of tea will make it concentrated. A
concentrated solution and a dilute solution are shown
in Figure 4.1.5.

An example of saturation is seen in saltwater lakes
sometimes found near the sea and in the outback. The
concentration of the salt in the lakes increases as water
evaporates. Eventually, the lake becomes saturated and
solid salt is deposited (left behind) around the edges of
the lake (Figure 4.1.7).

solute
solute

solute (copper sulfate)

solvent
solvent

Salt deposits around the edges of Lake Gairdner
in South Australia

FIGURE 4.1.7

solvent (water)
FIGURE 4.1.3

concentrated
concentrated

solution (aqueous solution
of copper sulfate)

dilute
dilute

Concentrated solutions have a lot of solute
dissolved in them while dilute solutions have very little.

FIGURE 4.1.5

Preparation of an aqueous solution of copper

Prac 2
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Prac 3

p. 148
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sulfate
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How to use this book continued
MODULE

Be inventive
The STEM4fun activities
are simple STEM-based
applications are provided in
each chapter. Students are
given an open-ended problem
and asked to create, design
or improve something. These
problems require students
to draw on their acquired
knowledge and skills, but focus
on the process more than the
actual solution.

4.1

MODULE

Types of mixtures

Be inquiring

Most of the substances that
you deal with every day are
not pure substances; they are
mixtures. The air you breathe
is a mixture, as are an artist’s
paints and the water you get
from a tap.

STEM

• is made from two or more pure substances that have
been stirred together
• can be separated back into its original pure
substances.
Paints, soft drinks, air and seawater are examples of
mixtures.

PROBLEM
Can you undo water pollution?
• small 500 mL bucket of polluted water
(including kitchen oil, food packaging)
• strainer, tongs, cardboard, wool, spoon,
fabric, coat hanger, feathers, sponges,
cotton balls

Can dirt clean water?

information do you need to solve the problem?
Draw a diagram. Make a list of materials you
will need and steps you will take.

IMPROVE What works? What doesn’t? How

2
3

do you know it solves the problem? What could
work better? Modify your design to make it
better. Test it out.

REFLECTION

4

What areas of STEM did you work in today?
What career is this activity related to?
If another student was to do this task, what
advice would you give?

5
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Suspensions
Sand does not dissolve when it is mixed into water.
Instead it stays solid and spreads throughout the
water. This type of mixture is called a suspension. In
suspensions, substances like sand do not dissolve but
disperse (spread) through a liquid or gas. Figure 4.1.8
shows dust floating in the air. This is another example
of a suspension. Usually, the suspended particles are
too large and heavy to stay in suspension and will fall
and settle if left undisturbed. Sand mixed into a beaker
of water will, after a while, settle on the bottom of the
beaker. In the same way, dust in the air eventually drops
to cover floors and other surfaces. Table 4.1.2 lists some
different types of suspension.
TABLE 4.1.2

Mylanta is an antacid liquid that eases
heartburn. Like many medicines, it needs to be
shaken up before you take it. If you don’t, then
one of the important ingredients might remain
as a sediment on the bottom of the bottle and
so you would receive an incorrect dose.

Examples

Dr Deanna D’Alessandro

muddy water, sand in water

solids suspended in a gas

sand blown about in the air by
the wind

liquids suspended in
another liquid

oil paints, many medicines

Green chemistry is a
new and exciting area of
science that aims to find
environmentally responsible
ways of making and using
chemicals. Dr Deanna
D’Alessandro (Figure 4.1.9)
works at the University of
Sydney developing materials
that solve environmental
problems. Dr D’Alessandro
works in a laboratory
FIGURE 4.1.9 Dr
with a team of scientists
Deanna D’Alessandro
and students. One of her
projects is developing
materials called metal-organic frameworks that
work like sponges, soaking up liquids and gases.
These materials can be used to capture gases
from the atmosphere, such as carbon dioxide
or methane, or store hydrogen to fuel cars. Dr
D’Alessandro is excited about making discoveries
that can solve problems in the real world.
To become a green chemist, you will need a
Bachelor of Science, majoring in chemistry. After
your degree, you can work in the industry or
continue studying and become a researcher. A
keen eye for detail, love of solving problems and
curiosity about the world around you are great
qualities to have as a green chemist.

AB
4.4

cup

Compare this final sample with the original
sample you set aside.

Record this …
1 Describe what happened.
2 Explain why you think this happened.

PEARSON SCIENCE 7 2ND EDITION

SCIENCE AS A HUMAN

SkillBuilder

SkillBuilder

Folding a filter paper

How to filter

There are two methods to fold filter paper. The
conical fold is shown in Figure 4.2.6.

To filter, set up the equipment as shown in
Figure 4.2.8.
mixture
bosshead

filter funnel
filter paper

Use and influence of science

Ocean bins
Two surfers from Perth have come up with
a smart way to get rubbish out of marine
environments. Andrew Turton and Pete
Ceglinski grew up surfing. Their love of the
ocean inspired them to clean it up and the
idea for the Seabin came to life.

The Science as a Human
Endeavour strand is
addressed throughout
the modules as well as
in spreads. Many of the
spreads have a special
focus on Australian
Scientists and highlight
exciting developments,
innovations and
discoveries across all
science fields. This
feature also includes
questions to help students build connections with
the content they are learning and the relevance of
these contributions.
Ocean pollution is a growing environmental
problem. Scientists have estimated that around
8 million tonnes of plastic rubbish goes into the
oceans every year. It is thought that up to 245,000
tonnes of plastic is currently floating on the ocean
surface. As well as plastic, there is also pollution
from oil spills, sewage and toxic chemicals. This
pollution is having serious impacts on ocean life,
human health and use of the ocean. Ways to
combat ocean pollution include improving waste
management and increasing efforts to capture and
dispose of ocean pollution.

FIGURE 4.2.13 Parts of the Seabin and the rubbish it
collects. The Seabin caught this much rubbish in only
30 minutes.

solar power option

shore power

catch bag

control box
24V

The Seabin solution

Seabin

The Seabin is a floating bin that sucks rubbish into
it like a vacuum cleaner (Figure 4.2.13). The bin is
attached to a pier where a pump works to suck
water and rubbish into a mesh bag, trapping the
rubbish.

The reusable mesh bag is easily lifted out and the
rubbish disposed of. The water flows out of the
bottom of the bin, up through the water pump and
back into the ocean. A filter can be attached to the
pump to separate oil from the seawater. Fish and
other marine animals swim below the water that is
sucked through the Seabin so are not likely to be
captured. The diagram in Figure 4.2.14 shows the
simple set up of the Seabin.
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The Seabin collects anything that floats near it,
such as plastic bags, bottles, paper and oil. The
inventors hope to recycle the plastic rubbish
collected by the Seabins, and turn it into material to
make more Seabins! The Seabin can operate all day,
every day of the year.

154

Skill Builders outline a method
or technique and are instructive
and self-contained. They step
students through the skill to
support science application.

6

Ocean pollution

Review
1 Why is green chemistry an important area of
research in today’s world?
2 What other types of scientists might a green
chemist work with?
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Be skilled

cream or margarine container.
Set up your equipment as shown.
Pour some muddy water in and let it pass
through into the container at the bottom. Put this
sample aside.
Repeat step 2, but instead of setting the sample
aside, pour it through the sand and stones again.
Continue pouring the collected sample through
the sand and stones until the sample you collect
at the bottom has little suspended mud in it.

ENDEAVOUR

Be amazed

Working with Science

solid suspended in a liquid

Dust floating in the air forms a suspension of a
solid (dust) in a gas (air). Eventually, the dust will settle onto the
furniture and floor.

small hole in
container

brick

Shake your bottle

Type of suspension

FIGURE 4.1.8

margarine or
ice-cream
container

sand layer

stones layer

SciFile

GREEN CHEMIST

Types of suspensions

some fairly clean sand
some small stones like blue metal or road gravel
bucket of muddy water
ice-cream or margarine container
some bricks or rocks for a stand
3 cups to catch liquid

Do this …
1 Make a small hole in the bottom of your ice-

Follow your plan. Draw your solution
to the problem.

CREATE

1
2
3

muddy water

Collect this …
•
•
•
•
•
•

PLAN AND DESIGN Design the solution. What

When things mix really well, like when sugar dissolves
in water, the mixture is known as a solution. When you
stir sugar into water, you make a sugar solution.

Working with Science career
profiles cast a spotlight on the
diversity of career opportunities
available through science with
a focus on future science
directions, STEM and women
in science. Career profiles
include questions that relate to
the topic.

Cleaning water

SUPPLIES

Watch carefully as sugar is stirred into water and the
solid sugar will seem to disappear! The sugar has
dissolved. The sugar breaks up into tiny particles
that are too small to see. These particles then spread
throughout the water. Although these sugar particles
cannot be seen, if you taste the water the sweetness
of the liquid tells you the particles are still there. This
is what is meant when something is said to dissolve.
A substance that dissolves like this is described as
soluble. A substance that does not dissolve is described
as insoluble.

Be inspired

fun

Undo water pollution

Solutions

140

4

Purifying water

Drought in much of Australia
has forced us to find ways
to save water. One solution
is to recycle water, cleaning
dirty water and then using it
again. Water can be cleaned
using separating techniques
such as filtration and
distillation. New methods
of providing clean water
are also being developed.
Some of these methods can
produce drinking water from
toilet water or seawater.

science4fun are
inquiry-based activities.
They pre-empt the
theory and get students
to engage with the
science 4 fun
concepts through a
simple activity that
sets students up to
‘discover’ the science
before they learn about
it. Broadly speaking,
they encourage
students to think about what happens
in the world and how science explains this.

What is a mixture?
A pure substance is one that is made up of only one
type of substance. For example, pure water is made of
only water and refined sugar is made up of only sugar.
In science, a mixture is any substance that:

4.4

water pump

FIGURE 4.2.14

How the Seabin works

REVIEW

1 Why are inventions like the Seabin so important?
2 The Seabin can remove oil from seawater. What
properties of oil and water allow them to be
separated?
3 What other ways can science and our
understanding of water and pollutants help to
remove rubbish from the oceans?
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clamp

residue

beaker
retort stand
Open
out.

FIGURE 4.2.6

liquid

How to make a conical fold for filter paper

The other method of folding is called fluting.
This is shown in Figure 4.2.7.

A retort stand and clamp is being used here
but special filter stands can be used instead.

FIGURE 4.2.8

An example of how the equipment may look when
set up at your school is shown in Figure 4.2.9.

Fold each section
in two, alternately
folding up and down.

end on
Open out.

Two folds will be
the ‘wrong’ way,
but it will work.
You could bend
both these sections
inwards in the centre.

FIGURE 4.2.9

This student is filtering a sand/water

mixture.
FIGURE 4.2.7

How to fold a fluted filter paper

Fluting increases the surface area of paper in
contact with the liquid that is being filtered. This
speeds up filtering because it provides more
spaces for the liquid to escape through. This is
useful when filtering fine suspensions that can
block holes in the filter paper.

Fluting increases the surface arSome things to
remember when filtering are:
• Solids will enter the filtrate if you let the liquid
go over the top of the paper
• The paper will break if you touch the
filter while filtering.

Prac 1
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Strong keys

Be guided

Open out.
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AB
4.5

AB
4.6

Worked examples
scaffold problems and
techniques with a new
thinking and working
approach to guide
students through solving
problems and applying
techniques to master and
practice key skills.

A strong key refers to features that do not change.
Some features or characteristics are better to use in a
key than others. Size, colour and shape can change as
an organism grows and develops, or may vary within
the same kind of organism. Structural features make
a much stronger key that can be used at any time,
regardless of age of the organism. It is easy to construct
a strong key for something like the buttons because
they do not change. People and other living things do
change with time and environmental conditions. If a
key is to be used both now and at some time in the
future then it has to use features that will not change.
Look at the two faces in Figure 6.1.11. There are two
easily observed differences between these two girls.
Only one has a pony tail, and therefore long hair. The
other has short hair and no pony tail. One has blue eyes
and the other brown eyes.

You could use any of these differences to separate them
in a key; however, only one of the differences would
give you a strong key. The girl with the pony tail and
long hair could wear her hair down or cut her hair
short. The other girl could grow her hair longer. One
difference will always be the same—the difference in
eye colour. It is the difference in eye colour that will
give you a strong key.

FIGURE 6.1.11 Characteristics for a strong key should be easy to
observe and not change over time, like a hairstyle or coat colour.

AB
6.2

Worked example
Constructing a dichotomous key
Problem
Use the four shapes in Figure 6.1.12 to create a
dichotomous key.

FIGURE 6.1.12

Solution
Thinking: Both a table key (Figure 6.1.13) and a flow
chart key (Figure 6.1.14) can be constructed using
these shapes.
Look for some difference that has only two choices.
Working: The square and triangle have straight sides
but the circle and oval have curved sides.
Thinking: For each of these two choices, find another
difference that has only two choices.
Working: The square has four sides but the triangle
has three. The circle is equal in size in all directions
(equal diameters) but the oval is different in size left/
right and up/down (unequal diameters).
Try yourself
Triangles can be classified as equilateral, isosceles or
scalene. Equilateral triangles have three equal sides and
angles. Isosceles have two equal sides and angles.

AB
6.3

AB
6.4

Prac 1
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1a

has straight sides

go to 2

b

no straight sides

go to 3

2a

has four sides

square

b

has three sides

triangle

3a

all diameters are equal

b

diameters are not all equal

FIGURE 6.1.13
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circle
oval

Table key
all figures

has straight
sides
has
four
sides

FIGURE 6.1.14

has
three
sides

no straight
sides
all
diameters
are equal

diameters
are not all
equal

Flow chart key

CHAPTER 6 • CLASSIFICATION

x

Prac 2

Scalene triangles have no equal sides or angles.
Construct a table key and a flow chart key that could
be used to classify triangles.
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How to use this book continued
LightbookStarter

MODULE

4.1 Review questions
LS

Be confident

Remembering

Each module concludes with a comprehensive module review
that checks for understanding of key concepts and ideas.
Activities are developed through a carefully prepared range
of Bloom’s categorised questions. Students enjoy the benefit
of checkpoint opportunities to engage with module review
questions at key points throughout the module.

LS

Remembering

Applying

1 Define the terms:
a mixture
b dissolves
c soluble
d aqueous
e dilute.

11 A chef dissolved salt in boiling water that he was

2 What term best describes each of the following?
a a substance that will not dissolve in a liquid
b a clear mixture in which a substance dissolves

Analysing

c
d
e

12 a
b

sand in water.

a solution.
example of each.

pressure to filter salt water.

Understanding
7 Explain why most of the water around you is a

tank.
9 In the past, some detergents contained

phosphates. However, they are not used now
due to the environmental problems they caused.
Explain the decision to ban phosphates from
detergents.

water.
a Identify which substance is the solution.
b Justify your answer.

8 Mylanta is an antacid liquid used to relieve

b

b
FIGURE 4.1.10
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Purpose
To investigate what substances will dissolve in water
and kerosene.

•
•

Planning &
Processing
&Conducting
Analysing

Evaluating

Stones and beans don’t mix
Questioning
& Predicting

the test-tubes for about 1 minute. Place all the
test-tubes in the test-tube rack and record what
you see.
6 Do not tip anything down the sink. Return all
test-tubes and liquid to your teacher.
Results
1 Record your observations in the following table.
Give your table a title.

A Risk Assessment
is required for this
investigation.
Copper sulfate and
copper carbonate are
toxic so do not touch,
sniff or taste them.

Test-tube Solvent
number

Kerosene is
flammable and should
be kept away from
naked flames. Wear
safety glasses and
rubber gloves at all
times to avoid contact
with your skin and
eyes. Avoid inhaling
fumes by doing the
activity in a wellventilated area.

•
Procedure
1 Copy the table in the Results section into your
workbook.
2 Place the test-tubes in the rack. Use the marking
pen or sticky labels to number them 1 to 6.
3 Add about 5 cm of tap water to test-tubes 1 to 4.
Pour 3 cm of kerosene into test-tubes 5 and 6.
4 Add different solutes to the different test-tubes
as shown in Figure 4.1.13.

Solute

Observation

1

water

copper
carbonate

2

water

copper sulfate

3

water

salt

4

water

oil

5

kerosene

oil

6

kerosene

salt

5 cm water
+ ½ spatula
copper
carbonate

stopper

2

3

5 cm water
+ ½ spatula
copper
sulfate

5 cm water
+ ½ spatula
salt

5 cm water
+ 0.5 cm oil

When legumes are harvested, occasionally small
stones from the field can accidently enter the food.
This is a big problem for companies that package
legumes. If a stone is mistaken for a legume, this
could result in someone breaking a tooth.

Engineering design process

1 In a small group (3 or 4 students), design a
system to separate small stones from one type
of legume.
2 Write your procedure in your workbook and
show your teacher. If they approve your plan,
then collect your equipment and carry out the
experiment.

5

3 cm kerosene
+ 0.5 cm oil

• What are the properties of dried legumes and
stones?
• What happens if you put a magnet next to a
stone or dried legume?
• What equipment and materials do you have
access to?
Use the STEM and SDI template in your eBook to
help you plan and carry out your investigation.

6

3 cm kerosene
+ ½ spatula salt

Materials

Processing
& Analysing

• Identify the problem that needs solving.
• Brainstorm solutions to identify the different
separation techniques and which ones might
apply to this task.
• Before you commence your investigation you
must conduct a risk assessment and write
down safety measures that you will follow to
keep yourself and other students safe. See the
Activity Book Science toolkit to assist you with
developing a risk assessment.
• Summarise your investigation in a scientific
report including the Purpose, Hypothesis,
Materials, Procedure, Risk Assessment, Results
(including data presented in tables and / or
graphs), Discussion and Conclusion.

Jack extends
upwards as
handle turns.

We turn the handle
many times to lift
the jack a small
amount.

FIGURE 4.2.17 Following the engineering design process.
Engineering involves the application of science to design,
build, test and maintain structures, machines and devices.

• 200 g of one type of dried legume
• 20 g of various small stones

FIGURE 4.1.13
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Communicating

water
sieves
magnets
weighing balances
plastic containers
rulers
and equipment that you have in your science
laboratory such as funnels, measuring cylinders
and beakers.

Hints
In your initial investigation of the materials, consider
these questions.

4

Processing
Evaluating
& Analysing

Planning &
Communicating
Conducting

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Procedure

4 Identify the substance that is:
a a solvent of salt but not of oil
b a solvent of copper sulfate but not copper

Questioning
Evaluating
& Predicting

Equipment

Nutritionists recommend that our diet should
contain legumes. These foods are a good source
of protein, dietary fibre and various vitamins and
minerals. Many legumes grow close to the ground
and include foods such as chickpeas, navy beans
(used in canned baked beans), lentils and peanuts
(also known as ground nuts).

An organic food store wants you to design a
technique in order to separate small stones from
one type of legume. Your task is to use your
understanding of separating techniques to outline
the process that the organic food store should use
to remove stones before they sell the legumes.

Review
1 How did you tell if a solution formed? What
signs did you look for?
2 In which test-tubes did a solution form?
3 Name the substances that were insoluble in:
a water
b kerosene.

Planning &
Conducting

Background

Problem

carbonate.

1
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MODULE

Processing
& Analysing

Communicating

5 Place a stopper in each test-tube. Shake each of

SAFETY

to break down the wastes. The soil filters out
solids and dissolved materials and keeps the
groundwater clean.
a You should never tip disinfectants, bleaches or
paint down the sink if you have a septic tank.
Propose a reason why.
b Construct a pamphlet that plumbers can give
to clients with blocked septic tanks explaining
what not to do and why.

4.2 Practical investigations ISTEM
NQUIRY

MODULE

4.1 Practical investigations
Planning &
Questioning
Communicating
Evaluating
1 • SolubleQuestioning
and insoluble
substances
& Predicting
Conducting
& Predicting

6 medium-sized test-tubes
with stoppers to fit
test-tube rack
marking pen or sticky
labels
spatula

18 Septic tanks require bacteria living in them

Explain how the arrangement of different
sized particles like sand and pebbles in
the science4fun on page 166 can clean
muddy water.
Identify the separation technique being used
in the science4fun.

12 a

PEARSON SCIENCE 7 2ND EDITION

•

Creating

sewage treatment plant in Figure 4.4.6 on
page 170.

polluted water sample such as that used in the
STEM4fun activity on page 140?

Practical investigations are placed at the end of each module.
New student-designed investigations and STEM inquiry tasks
provide students with opportunities to plan investigations,
design and trial their plans, to seek answers and solve
problems. A timing suggestion assists with planning, whilst
safety boxes highlight significant hazards. Full risk assessments,
safety notes and technician’s checklist and recipes provided via
ProductLink and eBooks support investigations.
Practical investigation icons appear throughout the modules.
An icon will also appear to indicate where a SPARKlab
alternative is available.
Prac 1

untreated through long pipes into the ocean near
Gunnamatta. What problems do you think this
might cause?

11 Identify four separation methods used in the

solution is just saturated.

Timing 45 minutes
Materials
• 12 spatula copper carbonate
(CuCO3)
• 12 spatula copper sulfate
(CuSO4)
• 1 spatula table salt (NaCl)
• cooking oil in dropping
bottles
• 6 mL kerosene

to sewerage system

17 Much of the sewage of Melbourne is still released

Applying

9 Outline how you could show that a sugar
10 What types of mixtures might be present in a

Be investigative

FIGURE 4.4.12

Explain why blackwater has more bacteria
(germs) in it than greywater.
Predict the problems if blackwater was filtered
and then re-used on the garden.

10 a

heartburn. Why do you think the label tells you to
shake the bottle well before using it?
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basin

mixture and not pure.
8 Describe two separation methods used in a septic

16 Figure 4.1.10 shows milk being poured into salt

when added to water, but seems to ‘disappear’
when added to detergent. Explain why.

pipes below the drain hole, as shown in Figure
4.4.12. The bend keeps some water trapped in it.
When you turn on the taps the trapped water is
pushed out and replaced by new water. You have
a similar water trap in your toilet. Propose some
reasons why a water trap is needed in basins.

6 Name the desalination process that uses high

as sweet whether she mixed 5 teaspoons or 10
teaspoons of sugar into the liquid. Propose an
explanation for this.

7 Cooking oil breaks into lots of small droplets

often prohibited near dams.
16 Your basins at home have an ‘S’ bend in the water

water is ready to use for irrigation.

15 Fiona found that 10 mL of water tasted just

Understanding

15 Propose a reason why camping and fishing are

5 List the steps in sewage treatment before the

Evaluating

example of each.
6 Name a solvent that will dissolve:
a sugar
b grease.

with that by septic tanks.

Evaluating

4 List three systems of water treatment.

suspension.
a cordial in water
b carbon dioxide gas in lemonade
c clouds
d food colouring in water
e dust in air
f smoke from a car exhaust.

5 List three types of suspension and give an

14 Compare water treatment by the sewerage system

3 What is the chemical formula for pure water?

14 Classify each of the following as a solution or a

4 What are four types of solution? Give an

either greywater or blackwater.
a Kate is having a shower.
b Jill is washing her hair over the bath.
c Rod is using the urinal in the mensroom.
d David is using the washing machine.

treatment plants
the process of removing salts from seawater.

d

13 Compare a sugar solution with a suspension of

3 List two examples each of a solute, a solvent and

13 Classify the wastewater from the following as

2 What term best describes each of the following?
a water fit to drink
b water from showers and sinks but not toilets
c the system that takes sewage away to

Compare a concentrated glass of cordial
with a dilute glass of cordial.
What would the two solutions taste like?

LS

Analysing

1 Define the terms:
a potable
b flocculant
c blackwater
d sewage.

going to use to cook pasta. Identify whether the
salt, water or salty water was the:
a solute
b solvent
c aqueous solution.

in water
a mixture that has a lot of substance
dissolved in it
a mixture that cannot dissolve any more of a
substance
a mixture in which a fine powder does not
dissolve but separates out to form a sediment.

LightbookStarter
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1 Where are each of the following devices used?
a centrifuge
b reverse osmosis plant
c paper chromatography
d Liebig condenser
e septic tank.
2 What are the benefits of a greywater recycling

system in the home?

3 Outline how you could separate oil and water.
4 Outline the process of distillation.

5 Outline the desalination process known as reverse

osmosis.

Applying

6 Identify a method you could use to separate:
a sand and water
b iron filings and sand
c salt and water
d alcohol and water
e pebbles and water.
7 You have a solution containing blue dye.

•

•

•

You filter some of the solution through filter
paper. There is no residue in the filter paper
and the filtrate is blue.

When you filter some of the solution through
an even finer carbon filter, the filtrate is
colourless.

When you take this carbon filter and shake it in
methylated spirits, the liquid turns blue.

Apply your knowledge of solvents and separation
techniques to outline what is happening at each
step.

8 A student adds 10 grams of solid X to 100 mL

of pure water, but only 1 gram dissolves.
a Describe this solution.
b Calculate how much of solid X would settle on
the bottom of the container.

Analysing

9 Use words or a Venn diagram to compare:
a solutions with suspensions
b evaporation with distillation
c evaporation with crystallisation.
d pure water and seawater
e sewage with the sewerage system
f greywater and blackwater.

Questioning
& Predicting

The physical properties of a mixture influence the type
of separation method used.

12 Assess the following statement made by a scientist:

It is essential in Australia that we increase the amount
of water we are recycling. Greywater and blackwater
can become a vital part of this.

13 When you add 20 g of substance Z to 50 mL

Communicating

Creating

Questioning
& Predicting

15 Design an experiment to separate a mixture

Planning &
Conducting3

Planning &
Conducting4

16 Use the following ten key terms to construct a

visual summary of the information presented in this
chapter.

Planning &
Conducting

Questioning
Evaluating
& Predicting

Questioning
& Predicting

Planning &
Conducting

Evaluating 2

water treatment
distillation

Communicating

Processing
& Analysing

Research two separation methods used in either
the food industry or the wine industry.
a Name the methods used.
b Explain the purpose of each separation
method.
Present your research as diagrams, photos or
videos illustrating the equipment used in the
separation method.

AB
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Planning &
Communicating
Conducting5

FIGURE 4.5.1 Cleaning up ocean oil spills can be achieved
by several methods. This string of polystyrene floats (called a
boom) has trapped oil floating on the ocean’s surface.

containing salt, sand and iron filings.
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Questioning
& Predicting

Evaluating

Communicating

4

Processing
& Analysing

Water shortages are becoming a reality
in many places in Australia. There are many
possible solutions to this. Consider the following
list of possible strategies a government may use
and discuss by providing points for and against
each strategy.
• increase the price of water
• impose severe water restrictions
• increase fines for using water without
permission
• build more water treatment plants
• improve water recycling methods in the
home and industry
• public awareness campaigns.
Evaluating

Communicating

Processing
& Analysing

One way of trying to save water is by using
alternative toilet designs. One alternative design is
the composting or dry toilet, which can be used
instead of the flushing toilet usually found in
homes. Research the different types of toilets used
around Australia.
a Include a diagram of each type of toilet.
b Explain how each toilet works.
c Propose reasons why composting toilets are
not more widely used in homes.
Present your research as a pamphlet to
homeowners or a display for a home show.

Assess whether you can or cannot answer
the questions on page 139 at the start of this
chapter.
Use this assessment to evaluate how well you
understand the material presented in this
chapter.

solution
gravity
sewage
insoluble

Processing
& Analysing

Questioning
& Predicting

of water, only 5 g dissolves.
a Calculate how much more of substance Z
would dissolve if you added another 50 mL of
water to the container.
b Predict what would happen to the amount of
substance Z if you added 200 mL of water to
the original solution.

mixture
filtration
evaporation
purifying water

Evaluating
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Processing
Evaluating
& Analysing

Communicating

Inquiry skills
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Thinking scientifically

In addition to the chapter
review, there is a set
of thinking questions
relevant to the chapter.
These test students’
science and interpretive
skills.

dispose of 500 mL of cooking oil? Justify your
answer.
A Pour it down the sink.
B Flush it down the toilet.
C Mix it with detergent and put it in the sink.
D Soak it into paper and put it in the bin.

b

Be a thinker

Planning &
Conducting1

Research three methods of cleaning up pollution
from oil spills in the ocean. Choose methods that
use separation techniques you have studied such
as filtering, gravity separation or centrifuging. In
your answer:
a Outline each method.
b Identify the separation technique each method
uses and explain how each method works.
Present your findings in digital form.

11 Which of the following would be the best way to

14 a

CHAPTER

4 Inquiry skills

Research

10 Use examples to justify this statement:

Each chapter concludes
with an improved and richer
assortment of questions
organised within the Bloom’s
structure, that bring together
the learning of concepts from
across a chapter. Students
must apply knowledge and
skills to answer questions, and
students engage in fresh new
opportunities for inquiry and
research to take their learning
to a new level with the enhanced chapter review.
Understanding

CHAPTER

LS

Evaluating

to answer the questions below.
Air is a mixture of gases. This table shows the
composition and proportion of gases in air where
water vapour has been removed.

(b)

Composition of dry air (%)
80
60
40
20
0

Composition and proportion of gases
in air where water vapour has been removed

TABLE 4.5.1

Substance

Proportion of
dry air (%)

argon

0.96

oxygen
nitrogen

argon

Boiling
point (°C)
−183

78
0.04

nitrogen

Gas

carbon
dioxide

Composition of dry air (%)

D

90

−196

80

−79

70

Which graphs could be used to represent the
(a)
composition
of dry air?
A

oxygen

(d)

−186

21

carbon dioxide

a

Composition of dry air (%)

60
50
40
30
20

carbon
dioxide
0.04%

nitrogen
78%

10
0
argon

argon
0.96%

oxygen
21%

B

oxygen

nitrogen

carbon
dioxide

Gas

b
(c)
Composition of dry air (%)
90

Processing
& Analysing

Research the water purification
process called reverse osmosis.
a Describe the basic process of reverse osmosis
using a diagram.
b Compare the process of reverse osmosis with
filtration.
c Include a diagram showing:
• a typical reverse osmosis unit that can be
used in a home to purify tap water
• how a desalination plant uses reverse
osmosis.
d Include a map showing a desalination plant
that uses reverse osmosis nearest to your
home.
Present your research in digital form.

C

LS

1 Refer to the following information and Table 4.5.1

Composition (%)

LS

Remembering

Composition (%)

LightbookStarter

4 Chapter review

80
70
Composition (%)

Be extended

CHAPTER

c

60

Which substance in air has the lowest boiling
point?
A argon
B oxygen
C nitrogen
D carbon dioxide.
Which process could be used to separate the
substances that make up air?
A filtration
B decanting
C distillation
D chromatography.

50
40
30
20
10
0
argon

oxygen

nitrogen

carbon
dioxide

Gas
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How to use this book continued
CHAPTER

blackwater: wastewater from toilets and kitchens
centrifuge: device that spins very fast to separate
solids from liquids, or liquids from other liquids
chromatography: a method of separating a mixture
by making it move over or through another
substance that stays still
concentrated: there is a lot of solute in the solvent
crystallisation:

formation of
crystals as
a dissolved
substance
solidifies
decantation:

separation by
crystallisation
pouring liquid
off the top of a
mixture of solid in liquid, or liquid in liquid
desalination: removing dissolved salts such as
sodium chloride from water
dilute: when there is little solute in the solution
disperse: when particles spread without dissolving
dissolve: break up into tiny particles that are smaller
than the eye can see
distillation: a process that uses evaporation and
condensation to separate solids from liquids or
liquids from liquids, enabling the recovery of both
evaporation: a process that uses heat to make a
liquid solvent change state to a gas, and leave behind
the solute it had dissolved
filter: screen or membrane used in filtration
filtrate: liquid that passes through the filter paper
filtration: separation of
solids or liquids from a
liquid or gas by using a
barrier with holes smaller
than the particles being
separated
gravity separation: a
method of separating
two components from a
filtration
suspension by using the
force of gravity to separate
heavier particles to the bottom
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PEARSON science

Be reinforced
The Activity Book provides
a set of worksheets for
every Student Book chapter,
giving lots of opportunities
for practice, application and
extension. Activity Book
icons in the Student Book
indicate when the best time
is to engage with a particular
worksheet.

greywater: wastewater from shower/bath and
laundry
impurities: unwanted substances
insoluble: substance that does not dissolve in a
particular solvent
mixture: a substance made from two or more pure
substances that have been stirred together and that
can be separated to recover the original substances
potable water: drinkable water
pure substance: a substance made of only one type
of material
residue: solid left in the filter paper after filtration
saturated: as much substance as possible is dissolved
in a solvent
septic tank: concrete or plastic tanks placed
underground that process sewage from homes and
businesses outside the sewerage system
sewage: wastewater from toilets, bathrooms, kitchens
and laundries that may contain human waste and
other organic chemicals or harmful chemicals
sewerage system: system of pipes underground that
collects wastewater from homes and businesses and
takes it to treatment plants
soluble: able to be dissolved
solute: a substance that dissolves to make a solution
when it is mixed into another substance
solution: when a
substance dissolves in
another, forming a clear
mixture
solvent: a substance
that dissolves another
substance
suspension: mixture in
which a substance will
not dissolve in another
and quickly separates out
if left to stand
wastewater: water that
has been used and
disposed of because it is
suspension
no longer clean

M

Every chapter concludes
with an illustrated glossary
that is an easy reference
for additional support in
comprehension of key terms.
All key terms are bolded
throughout the chapter.

4 Glossary

solvent

ICUL

U

Be supported

aqueous solution: solution that has water as its

LightbookStarter

Be progressed
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Lightbook Starter contains complementary
sets of questions for the module and chapter
review questions from the Student Book. This serves
as an alternate or additional assessment opportunity for
students who enjoy the benefit of instant feedback, hints
and auto-correction when engaging with this cutting-edge
digital formative and summative assessment platform.
Questions are all tracked against curriculum learning
outcomes, making progress monitoring simple. Icons in
the Student Book indicate the best time to engage with
Lightbook Starter.
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Be prepared
Focussed on supporting the greater diversity of
learners and pathways, a ‘step-up’ program has
been developed to launch students into senior
sciences, in addition to the ‘core’ science program.
A series of step-up chapters, written by experienced
senior science teachers, have been developed with
the view to providing all students with the best
chance of success in senior sciences.
The Year 9 Student Book features a step-up
chapter on Psychology. The Year 10 Student Book
includes step-up chapters for Biology, Chemistry
and Physics. These chapters are referenced from
the print text and are provided in full via the eBook.
The eBook also contains worksheets specific to
supporting the application and development of skills
and knowledge for the step-up chapters.
All Year 10 Student Book chapters include a new
series of exam-style questions to provide students
with practice and exposure in preparation for
examinations.

SERIES COMPONENTS
Pearson Science Lightbook Starter
Lightbook Starter offers a digital formative and summative
assessment tool with hints, instant feedback and autocorrection of responses. Students and teachers also enjoy
the visibility of learning through a progress tracker which

shows student achievement against curriculum learning
outcomes. Lightbook Starter provides questions with the
most sophisticated auto-correction of answers.

Be ready

Be in control

Commence each chapter with questions to establish a
baseline for each student around prior knowledge. The
‘before you begin’ section includes useful preparatory
material with interactive resources to activate prior
knowledge and reteach key concepts.

Lightbook starter is written to enable teachers and
students to use this digital assessment tool as an
alternative (or additional practice) to Student Book
questions. The Lightbook Starter structure mirrors
the Student Book question set, thereby providing
a complimentary alternative to the Student Book
questions. This supports a fully integrated approach
to digital assessment and feedback.

Be assisted
Module review questions (with hints and solutions),
help students check for understanding of learning,
revise and provide useful formative assessment to help
teachers identify areas of weakness, and are great for
lesson planning. These serve as a touchpoint throughout
the chapter and students benefit from auto-corrected
responses which provide instant feedback and support.

Be reflective

Be tracked

An integrated reflection
set of questions
supports students
in considering their
progress and future
areas for focus.

Enjoy seeing
progress through
the learning
outcomes updated
instantly in the
progress tracker.

Be assessed
The chapter review in the Student Book
has a complimentary assessment set of
questions in Lightbook Starter. Use this
as an alternative to a class test at the end
of a topic.

LightbookStarter
LS
LightbookStarter
LS

LS

LS
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Series Component continued
Pearson Science eBook
Pearson eBook enables viewing and interaction with the student book online
or offline on any device: PC or Mac, Android tablet or iPad and interactive
whiteboard. This eBook retains the integrity of the printed page whilst offering
easy to access resources, support and linked activities that will engage
students at school and at home.
The eBooks provide a fully integrated, digital learning platform. Enjoy the
benefits of having the following digital assets and interactive resources at your
fingertips:
* new interactive activities and lessons
* new Untamed Science videos
* web destinations
* student investigation templates and teacher support
*n
 ew STEP-UP student book and activity book chapters with answers at
Years 9 & 10
* full answers to all Student Book and Activity Book questions
* SPARKlabs
* risk assessments
* full teaching programs and curriculum mapping audits
* chapter tests with answers

Pearson Science ProductLink
Additional student and teacher resources are available free when you purchase
Pearson Science 2nd Edition. To access, visit www.pearsonplaces.com.au
and log in. Click on ‘Toolkit’ then select ‘ProductLink’ and browse for the title.

Professional Learning, Training and Development
Did you know that Pearson also offers teachers a diverse range of training and development
product-linked learning programs? We are dedicated to supporting your implementation of the
Australian Curriculum: Science and the Victorian Curriculum: Science but it doesn’t stop here.
These curricula align closely with Pearson Science Second Edition which offer an in-depth
learning experience, combining both practical and theoretical elements, enabling you to
implement the resource effectively in your classroom.
Find out more about our product-linked learning, workshops, courses and conferences at
Pearson Academy www.pearsonacademy.com.au
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